
Following Strong Sales, Karma Mobility Unveils
New Website
Irving, TX, April 04, 2017 - Karma Mobility is proud to announce the launch of its newly

redesigned website at http://www.yourkarma.com. The launch of the new website follows

Karma’s strong growth the company has recently experienced in its new product offerings. The

site’s refreshed look, and mobile optimization allows visitors to purchase product and services

in a streamlined fashion. “Being a technology company and having an up-to-date website is a

top priority Karma. However, we also wanted to stay true to our true strengths which

highlighted our commitment to our customers” commented Todd Wallace, CEO. As we continue

to enhance our products and services to fit the demands and needs of our customers, we needed

a digital platform that we could respond quickly to the changes in the industry.

Karma reports account set up through the new website is simple and easy and takes only a few

minutes. Karma customers who share their connection get free data while sharing and earn a $1

credit for every guest that connects

http://www.yourkarma.com/


ABOUT KARMA

Karma was founded to create a future where internet access is ubiquitous, blurring the lines between internet at
home, and internet elsewhere. We are devoted to making sure you never have to worry about getting online and

Customers can manage their account and data on their phone and via the web with the ability to

change their plan at any time. Karma plans requires no contracts, has no hidden fees and

customers can cancel at any time.

Drift and Pulse plans can be used across the US in over 460 cities. It uses a 4G LTE connection

and falls back to CDMA 3G in the most remote areas where 4G LTE coverage is not available.

Users with a 4G LTE connection can download 6-8Mbps with peaks up to 25Mbps and upload

2-3Mbps. CDMA 3G speeds provide Download .6-1.4Mbps with peaks up to 3.1Mbps and

Uploads of .35-5Mbps.

Laptops, tablets and phones can all connect within 100 feet of the Karma Go device which is

small, sleek and portable weighing just 2.3 ounces and has a battery life up to 6 hours and 220

hours of standby time.

To learn more visit http://www.yourkarma.com

Karma Mobility began in 2012 with one simple idea: everyone should be able to get online,

everywhere they go. Karma introduced the first peer-to-peer WiFi device that allows users to

pay-as-they-go, with no contracts, and is made for sharing. Today Karma is the choice for

people on the go who travel for work and leisure, or need an extra connection as a backup or for

special circumstances. Karma continues to disrupt the WiFi with innovations like the best in

market priced DRIFT pay as you go plan. Visit yourkarma.com for more information.
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created Future Facts of a Wireless World  to communicate how that will happen in the next ten years.

Karma launched its first generation pocket-sized WiFi in 2012 and its second generation, Karma Go, in
September 2014. Karma Go offers nationwide coverage so you can bring WiFi with you everywhere.

Karma is based in Irving, Texas
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